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Dungan Charges Presidents 
With 'Unethical . . . Dirty Pool’
RALPH DUNGAN
Has voiced objection to the united efforts of 
the state college presidents in their desire for 
local autonomy.
By Roberta Kuehl 
Staff Reporter
Chancellor of Higher Education Ralph 
E. Dungan angrily charged that the action of 
the college presidents was “unethical, 
repugnant, dirty pool,” according to the 
Sunday New York Times. His statement 
referred to the drive by state college 
presidents to achieve fiscal autonomy 
through passage of Bill S-256 in the state 
legislature.
He is bitter because the presidents have 
“negotiated directly with the Legislature,” 
rather than working as “agents of the 
executive branch” under the Chancellor.
He is preparing his own fiscal autonomy 
bill that will grant autonomy but will 
provide the protection that he feels the state 
must maintain.
“Greater efficiency,” improvement in 
the “quality of work,” and a saving of much 
“time wasted” are the main reasons for the 
creation of Bill S-256. MSC President 
Thomas Richardson defined the major 
problem  restricting freedom as the
(Continued on Page 2)
THOMAS RICHARDSON
Together with the other state college 
presidents offer 100 per cent cooperation 
for the passage of the local autonomy bill.
iflimtrlarimt
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Partridge Hall Construction Delayed
By Weather, Blasting, Carpenters
PARTRIDGE HALL
Originally scheduled to be completed by January 1970, the construction of Partridge 
Hall has been delayed due to weather conditions. When completed, the four-story 
classroom building will be air-conditioned far year round use.
Weather, blasting and carpenters have 
placed the construction of Partridge Hall. 
MSC’s newest classroom  building, 
approxomately 32 working days behind 
schedule. According to Mr. William Kervick, 
assistant business manager, unanticipated 
subsurface conditions caused by blasting in 
this area forced the redesigning of the entire 
foundation of the building and delaying 
construction. Work which required fair 
weather was delayed and as winter set in, 
construction was slowed again. Also, a 
serious shortage of union carpenters put the 
expected completion date farther and 
farther away.
But this is not where the Partridge Hall 
problems began. Two years ago, the Federal 
government put a “cost of living freeze” on 
this area, which banned all construction 
because of inflationary conditions. Thus, a 
delay of approximately six months was 
forced on Partridge Hall plans.
However, according to Mr. Vincent 
Calabrese, director of business services, 
Partridge Hall has been less of a problem 
than other buildings. Since it is merely a 
classroom building, it does not require 
planning for special facilities.
Optimism is still present since a mild 
winter without much snow has prevailed.
(Continued on Page 3)
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Gov. Hughes Proclaims 
‘Negro History Week’
Night Managers Supervise Life Hall
Gov. Richard J. Hughes 
proclaimed February “American 
History Month” and this week 
“Negro History Week.” Hughes 
said he decided to sign the 
proclamations at a dual ceremony 
to call special attention to the 
history of the American Negro,
Fortunately, all of this is 
changing now, and we are 
beginning to right the balance and 
seek a fair and accurate picture of 
the past,” Hughes said.
“I am gratified by such signs of 
progress here in New Jersey as the 
recent establishment in our State
which he said has been “virtually i 0^ ^  of Education of two 
ignored until recently.
“Just as the American Negro
has lived for too long outside the 
mainstream of American life, so 
too has he been the forgotten man 
of American History,” Hughes 
said.
“And, because of this, many of 
our black citizens have been 
denied knowledge of the long and 
proud tradition of which they are 
a part and which is so essential to 
their sense of self-esteem.”
The governor said the attitudes 
of many white citizens “have been 
tragically affected by the 
distorted view of history which 
was taught for so long in our 
schools.”
new agencies — the urban 
education division and the office 
of equal educational opportunity 
— which share a responsibility to 
vigorously encourage the teaching 
of Negro history in our schools.”
Hughes said he hoped the 
Legislature will approve a bill 
which appropriates $60,000 to 
the department of education to 
provide in-service training for high 
school teachers “so that they may 
better understand and better 
impart to their students the role 
of the Negro in American 
history.”
(Reprinted by permission from 
the Newark Evening News.)
Richardson Labels 
System 'Cumb
(Continued from Page 1)
c u m b e r s o m e  s y s te m  o f  
accomplishing things through 
T ren ton . Even Dungan has 
admitted that the state system is 
“archaic and anachronistic.”
The realization of “autonomy” 
and “flexibility” would occur if 
Bill S-256 were passed. No longer 
would the state colleges be 
“subjected to unnecessary red 
tape over promotion of personnel, 
construction and transfer of 
funds,” as written in the bill.
No longer would a “double 
s ta n d a rd ”  ex ist regarding
institutions of higher learning, for 
the state colleges would have as 
much general and fiscal autonomy 
as Rutgers, the State University, 
presently has.
Much support for this bill 
exists and increases daily. Last 
week, the MSC Faculty Council 
voted unanimously to approve it; 
last month Bob Martinez, SGA 
president, submitted a bill voicing 
student legislature support of 
local autonomy. Also, a petition 
will soon circulate as a symbol of 
general MSC student body 
backing.
By Judy Manzi 
Staff Reporter
. Due to the recent rash of thefts 
and vandalism the position of 
night manager of Life Hall was 
established by Mr. Jon McKnight, 
director. The position went into 
effect on Jan. 6. The new night 
managers are Kurt Epps and Greg 
De Cinque, both seniors.
They have the responsibility of 
a s s i s t in g  in d iv id u a ls  or 
organizations sponsoring events in 
Life Hall. If any problems arise 
concerning these events it is their 
job to cope with them. They will 
also inform McKnight of any 
individual or group who fails to 
obey the rules concerning the use 
of Life Hall facilities.
Their duties consist of making 
frequent rounds of Life Hall, in 
order to check for unauthorized 
people in offices and meeting 
rooms. On these nightly rounds 
they  also check doors and 
windows, making sure they are 
locked to prevent break-ins.
They are on duty in Life Hall 
a l t e r n a t e  e v e n in g s  from 
4:30-10:30 p.m. Monday through 
Thursday, 4:30 through midnight 
Friday, and on Saturday evenings 
when events are scheduled for 
Life Hall.
Essentially, the job of the night 
manager is to act in the place of 
McKnight during the evening 
hours. Previously, there was no 
one to supervise Life Hall when 
McKnight went off duty.
Both Kurt and Greg are
P LA Y ER S
presents
“ THREE”
A Trilogy of the Abstract
Feb. 27, 28 March 1, 3 8:30 
P.M. Matinee Feb. 28 2:30 P.M.
Adults $1.50 Students $.75
S.G.A. $.25
QUARTERLY
The Literary Magazine of Montclair State College
announces
UNLIMITED SUBMISSIONS PERIOD
submissions will be accepted
SEPTEMBER -  JUNE
and may be placed in boxes located:
Fishbowl, Life Hall 
Quarterly Office, Davilla Mills Room 
College Hall, lobby 
Fine Arts Building
ALL kinds of art and styles of literature may be submitted and will be evaluated by the 
editorial board AND any and all interested (MSC) people through evaluation sheets in 
the Quarterly office (Davilla Mills). Procedures for evaluation and notices of staff 
meetings will be posted for those interested.
Submissions need not be in duplicate, single copies are acceptable.
Kurt Epps
coordinating administration 
and students
extremely enthusiastic about their 
new positions. Since Greg is 
considering going into the student 
personnel field this is proving to 
be  a “ v a lu ab le  learning 
experience” for him.
Greg has stated: “I feel that it’s 
good that the administration is 
now involving students in some of 
the responsibilities of the school; 
by working through the structure 
we can eliminate some of the 
problems other universities are 
now having.”
Greg De Cinque
future in student personnel
C oncerning this idea of 
s tuden ts  working with the 
administration, Kurt feels that 
“Someone who does have a 
problem might feel that he could 
speak to me more freely rather 
than speak with a recognized 
member of the administration.”
Working as coordinators, both 
Greg and Kurt favor the idea of 
the extension of Life Hall usage. 
Greg stated: “Basically because it 
is the student building it should 
remain open at night.”
Curtain Raises This
Evening On ‘ Funny Girl’
By Carol Palukiewicz
“Funny Girl” will be presented 
at Montclair State College 
February 14. A traveling company 
of professional actors, the Robert 
T. Gaus Association, will stage the 
production.
The performance is being 
sponsored by the College Life 
Union Board. It will begin at 8:30 
p.m. in Memorial Auditorium.
Tickets for the production are 
$1.50 for Montclair students and 
$2.50 for others. They are on sale
at the box office in the 
Auditorium and in the activities 
office.
The musical is based on the 
book by Isobel Lennart. Jule 
Styne wrote the music and Bob 
Merrill is responsible for the 
lyrics.
Fanny Brice’s rise to fame as a 
star attraction of the Ziegfield 
Follies is the plot of the play. Her 
marriage and divorce from Nicky 
Arnstein are covered during the 
course of the story.
R ic h a r d s o n  S p o n s o r e d  F o r  
'P r i n c i p a l  O f  T h e  Y e a r ’
By Susan Johnson 
Staff Reporter
The freshman and sophomore 
classes are co-sponsoring a drive 
and dance to select Dr. 
Richardson WABC’s Principal of 
the Year. The radio station 
sponsors this contest each year 
and the winner is determined by 
the number of votes or postcards 
the radio station receives.
The principal’s name and a 
signature are submitted on the 
postcards with each student 
encouraged to vote as many times 
as he or she wants. This year’s 
contest will be held in the early 
spring. The winning principal’s 
school will receive a color TV and 
will have a concert performed by 
big-name groups.
The freshman and sophomore 
classes are sponsoring a dance on 
March 14 based on WABC’s 
contest. The Vendettas will be 
featured. Admission to the dance 
might include the requirement of 
submitting a certain number of 
signed cards at the door besides a 
cash fee.
Several other ideas are being I 
considered to keep interest and J
participation in the contest high. 
A table will be set up in Life Hall 
and letters will be sent to 
f r a t e r n i t i e s ,  s o ro r i t ie s ,  
organizations and classes about 
in tracam p u s com petition . 
Whether organizations will 
compete with other organizations 
or with classes, fraternities and 
sororities, has not yet been 
decided.
A/ISC Students 
Study in Denmark
Seven Montclair State College . 
students recently left via Icelandic 
Airlines for a semester of study in 
Copenhagen.
The seven are: Raymond 
Elliott of Ridgewood, a senior 
mathematics major; Reon Swaim 
of Belford, a sophomore social 
sciences major; Paul Goley of 
Newark, a junior business major; 
K atherine Daley of North 
Arlington, a junior English major; 
Diana Todaro of Bloomfield, a 
junior home economics major; 
Bonnie Marranca of Roselle, a 
senior English major; and Nancy 
Kieser of Westwood, a senior 
mathematics major.
Sfrehli Will Perform Original Monologs
One of the oldest active 
members of Actor’s Equity, the 
a c to r’s un ion , will give a 
performance at MSC’s Studio 
Theatre. Mr. Edgar Stehli a 
resident of Montclair since 1894, 
will present several original 
monologs at 8 p.m. on Feb. 21.
Volunteering to perform free, 
Stehli stated that he is “tired of 
movies on television” and that he 
“likes live audiences.”
Stehli was born in Lyon, 
France, and came to this country 
when he was three years old. His 
first professional appearance was 
in a stock company in Bayonne, 
New Jersey, where his one line on 
stage was “Madam, your car 
waits.” In 1922-23 he was with 
the Theatre Guild in Lilliom and 
He Who Gets Slapped. For three 
seasons he was a member of the 
Provincetown Players, one of the 
most influential groups in the 
1920’s, with Kenneth McGowan, 
R obert Edmond Jones and
Eugene O’Neill. Here he played in 
Fashion, an early American play 
by Anna Cora Mowatt, Congreve’s 
Love for Love and Gilbert and 
Sullivan’s Patience, as well as 
several of O’Neill’s earlier plays.
On Broadway he played 
“Osric” for John Barrymore’s 
Hamlet. He created the role of Dr. 
Einstein in Arsenic and Old Lace, 
and the role of Grandpere in The 
Happy Time. More recently he 
has played in The Devils and 
Those That Play the Clowns.
During the heyday of radio, 
Stehli played in most of the major 
programs. For six years he was Dr. 
Huer, the scientist of the 25th 
century on the “Buck Rodgers” 
program. Many of his former fans 
still greet him by that name.
He has appeared in several 
movies and on so many television 
programs that for several years he 
fo u n d  h im self com m uting
b e tw e e n  M o n tc la i r  an d  
Hollywood. Now he is writing and 
perform ing short skits and 
monologs.
Edgar Stehli
performs original work
C ontact 
lenses are made 
of modern plas­
tics which have en­
tirely different charac­
teristics than the tissues 
and fluids of the eye. Conse­
quently your eye cannot handle 
this foreign object without help.
So, in order to correct for 
Mother Nature's jack of foresight 
you have to use lens solutions to 
make your contacts and your eyes 
compatible
There was a time when you 
needed two or more separate
solutions to 
properly mod­
ify and care 
for your con­
tacts. making 
them ready for 
your eyes. But now 
there's Lensine from 
the  ma k e r s  of 
Murine. Lensine, 
for contact com­
fort and convenience.
Lensine is the one solution 
for complete contact lens care. 
Just a drop or two of Lensine coats 
and lubricates your lens. This al­
lows the lens to float more freely 
in the natural fluids of your eye 
Why? Because Lensine is an "iso­
tonic" solution, very much like 
your own tears. Lensine is com­
patible with the eye.
Cleaning your contacts with 
Lensine retards the build-up of 
foreign deposits on the lenses
And soaking your contacts in 
Lensine between wearing periods 
assures you of proper lens hy­
giene. You get a free soaking-stor- 
age case with individual lens com­
partments on the bottom of every 
bottle of Lensine.
It has been demonstrated that 
improper storage between wear- 
ings permits the growth of bac­
teria on the lenses. This is a sure 
cause of eye irritation and, in 
some cases, can endanger your 
vision. Bacteria cannot grow in 
Lensine because it's sterile, self- 
sanitizing, and antiseptic
Let caring for your 
contacts be as conven-
■
ient as wearing them.
Get some Lensine . . . 
Mother's little helper.
-¿¿ill Éfe.te-Mother Nature 
never planned on 
contact 
lenses
Partridge Hall Scheduled 
For Completion Jan. ’70
i (Continued from Page 1)
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This, along with the hope of an 
absence of strikes in the spring, 
may keep the schedule from 
falling further behind and some 
lost time could be regained.
Space in Partridge Hall has 
been tentatively assigned and by '
November definite arrangements ► 
will be made as to which. j 
departments will occupy its office 
space.
Some “urban renewal” of the . 
grounds in the vicinity of 
Partridge Hall and the neighboring 
Fine Arts building will soon be 1 
seen. Plans are being developed to 
im prove the “ mud area”  
surrounding  these buildings 
thereby removing an historic 
landmark and parking area at 
MSC.
Partridge Hall should be Vincent Calabrese
completed by January, 1970. bad weather caused further delay
Seduction Scene  
Highlights
Rockwood’s "T h ree ”
By Chris Mac Murray
A sensuous seduction scene 
highlights one of the plays 
included in “Three” to be 
presented on Feb. 27 and 28 
and March 1 and 3 in 
Memorial Auditorium. The cast of 
this one-act play, Jack, or the 
Submission, written by Eugene 
Ionesco includes: Jeff Hall, Midge 
Grerrara, Bill Higbie, Nancy Parin, 
R. Scott Watson, Pat Lacarrubba, 
Cynthia Gary, Greg Doucette and 
Barbara Sholz.
Act Without Words, written by 
Samuel Beckett is a one-man 
pantomine. “Man” is portrayed 
by Jim Johnson.
The third play, also one act is 
The Drapes Come by Charles 
Dizenzo. The cast calls for two 
women who will be played by 
Kathy MacAteer and Marceline 
Decker.
Dr. Jerome Rockwood, of the 
speech department is directing the 
three plays th a t compose 
“ Three.” The plays are all 
modern, from the theater of the 
absurd. Their respective messages 
are not delivered in obvious action 
or plain language. Instead the 
plays are presented on a totally
different level. The plots are 
unfolded by the employment of 
grotesque and absurd distortion 
w hich re su lts  in theatrical 
metaphor.
The characters are fragmented 
to produce the effect of real life 
experience. In relation to the 
characters, Dr. Rockwood affirms 
that in real life, we do not 
understand people as well as we 
do the characters in literature. In 
the theater of the absurd, odd 
pieces of behavior are thrown out 
to  the audience, and each 
individual must put the pieces 
together according to his own 
personal interpretation. There are 
gaps and voids in the action of an 
absurd production that are left to 
be filled in by the viewers.
The playwrights’s feelings can 
be interpreted in many different 
ways. However, there are broad 
areas of meaning that are usually 
' evident to most of the audience.
A final point is that avante 
garde production is relatively new 
at Montclair State. “Three” is 
representative of contemporary 
theater and MSC students are 
encouraged to attend and get a 
taste of the absurd.
Photo by Morey Antebi.
Grandmother Pat LaCarubba (right) threatens Grandfather Scott 
Watson during Players rehearsal for “Three."
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ffanirlartmt
Serving the College
Community Since 1928
MIRIAM TAUB EDITOR-IN -CHIEF
D A VID  M. L EV IN E  MANAGING ED ITO R  
MARI-JO M ARRA BUSINESS M ANAGER
The editorial opinions expressed represent those of the 
editor-in-chief and managing editor unless otherwise signed.
A Crusade Begins
Wanted: A Home For the Homeless
1973.
Mark that year down in your little black 
book. According to plans and projections for 
the future Montclair State University, a 
journalism department might be established at 
that time.
But no matter how you look at it, that’s 
a long way off. And no matter how you slice 
it, today’s Montclair State student will be 
virtually unaffected by those plans slated to 
begin in ’73.
According to a new study released by 
the University of Kansas School of 
Journalism there are more jobs in journalism 
than people. And Dr. Malcolm Applegate, 
assistant dean at Kansas, recently lamented: 
“We just don’t have enough people to 
recommend.”
H ence, it’s apparent that trained 
journalists and journalism professors may 
just be passe, if all goes according to plan.
But to be realistic, journalism is a 
discipline that commands the respect of all 
majors and fields. And by the very fact that 
Spanish, history and mathematics majors 
learn anct use the tool of journalism in their 
careers on the MONTCLARION, is proof 
enough that a journalism department is 
needed at Montclair State College.
This college, without apologies to 
anyone, has become a leader and an 
innovator in New Jersey progressive 
education. And while we all look forward to 
a not-to-distant Montclair State University, 
the administration, at the present time, is 
groping w ith ex isting  departmental 
reorganizations. What needs to be done now 
is to introduce a new department, such as 
journalism.
Under the fine direction of Assistant 
English Professor Michael Grieco some 
strides have already been taken. He has set 
up three journalism courses on the 
undergraduate and graduate levels. Grieco, 
who is currently working toward a doctorate 
degree, is now pressing for expanded 
independent study facilities for journalism 
students.
Mrs. Mary McKnight, MSC’s director of 
public relations, has also indicted an interest 
in a department of journalism for the 
college. She claims that she would be 
interested in administering a public relations 
workshop for interested students.
And Dr. Philip Cohen, social science 
department chairman, is currently teaching a 
course on the graduate level involving the 
use of the newspaper in the American 
classroom.
So apparently, Montclair State has the 
very rough beginnings of a journalism 
department. What’s needed now is a 
recognition by the adminstration that there 
is, in fact, student interest in journalistic 
studies.
Hence, the MONTCLAR­
ION calls upon Dean 
Anthony Kuolt, English de­
p artm en t chairman Dr. 
Harold C. Bohn and Mr. 
Michael Grieco to formulate 
plans for added journalism 
studies and to supply a home 
for these courses.
And if that’s not feasible, 
the editors of this paper are 
willing to submit ideas to the 
persons concerned.
g r i e c o
United Effort is 6Six’ Strong
Chancellor Ralph Dungan’s cry that the 
state college presidents have formed an 
“unethical, repugnant, dirty pool” has only 
shown that Dungan is ignoring the reason for 
the six-college unity.
The college presidents have joined 
together to stress their immediate need for 
local autonomy. Their move has drawn 
together the 25,000 plus state college 
students to underline the importance of this 
issue.
Officials from all six state colleges and 
the students they represent recognize that 
the present higher education system is 
drastically archaic and that the elimination 
of New Jersey state red tape is desirable.
State officials have also recognized the
growing need for expanded higher 
education. Senate bill 256, sponsored by 
representatives from both major parties, if 
passed by both houses will give the state 
colleges the local money control they need.
Dungan claims that he is preparing his 
own bill to grant certain local autonomy yet 
“provide protection the state must insist 
on.” However, his bill has not yet been 
brought forward and on Monday, the 
State Senate will vote on S-256.
The criticism against the six presidents 
was unnecessary. Their goal is one — the 
achievement of local autonomy. Dungan, as 
chancellor of higher education should be 
supporting the state colleges in their unity 
rather than alienating the group that he is 
supposedly to aid.
The Newark State INDEPENDENT has 
also noted:
The bill, ironically enough, has not 
received the support of the Chancellor of 
Higher Education, Ralph E. Dungan, and 
will not receive his support unless it is 
amended to conform to certain guidelines 
which have been set forth by the Chancellor.
The bill must be passed, and it must be 
passed im m ediately . However, the 
I N D E P E N D E N T  recom m ends the 
investigation of Dungan’s guidelines by the 
state college administrators, to see if the 
proposals set forth by him are so adverse to 
their idea of State College autonomy.
The Underground Press
Free, Frank and Filthy
The following is the first of a 
four-part series on today's 
underground press, written 
by David M. Levine,  
Managing Editor of the 
M ONTCLARION.
NEW YORK -  “Hey, Jack!” 
yelled a voice from a halting ’55 
Chevy painted in weird colors. 
“Did you sell any this week?” The 
old gray-hairded man behind the 
new sstand wearing a dirty 
change-apron whisked around. 
“Oh, hiya, Dan,” he said in an 
obvious Yiddish accent.
“Not too many,” the old man 
began. “Let’s see . . .  50 . . .  
30 . . .  ah, yes! . . .  25 copies sold 
dis veek,” the old man proudly 
stated.
“That ain’t bad,” said the 
bearded young man as he parked 
his car and rushed to the old 
newsstand. “Give me $2.50 and 
call it a deal. Here’s 50 of today’s 
issue.”
The old man grabbed the 
bundle of 50 brightly coloured 
tab lo id  newspapers and in 
exchange gave the youth $2.50 in 
loose change.
“ See you nex t w eek ,” 
exclaimed the youth as he dashed 
back to his car that looked out of 
place in the bustle of midtown 
Manhattan.
The bearded youth was one of 
the 12 people attached to the 
circulation department of the 
New York Free Press, one of the 
metropolitan area’s successful 
underground newspapers.
From Sex to Music
Apparently the underground 
press in modern America is 
enjoying its phase of success. 
Newspapers with such names as 
The Open City, The Rag and 
Rat-Subterranean News are taking 
their weekly bows on newsstands 
across the nation. They report 
news of radical politics, sex, 
Oriental religion and rock music 
in a manner quite unique to 
American journalism.
But the underground press 
concept is nothing new. The first 
newspaper printed in the United 
States can be classified as an 
“underground gazette.” Publick
Occurrences, edited by Benjamin 
Harris in 1690, was forced to halt 
publication for printing without 
authority, according to Boston 
authorities of the time. And 
Arthur Schlesinger Sr., in his book 
Prelude to Independence, pointed 
out that there was a “fugitive 
press” that existed in the colonies 
during the revolutionary period. 
One of the “fugitive press” editors 
was Jam es Franklin (Ben’s 
brother) arrested for satirizing 
royal government officials.
But the modern underground, 
according to radical author Alan 
S h a p i r o ,  is “ o b v io u s ly  
antiestablishment.”
For writers like 23-year-old 
Shapiro, the underground press 
“ provides p ro te s te rs . . .  an 
opportunity to present our side of 
the news -  be it sex or Vietnam. I 
personally feel that papers like the 
New York Times are feeding 
Am erica vicious one-sided 
propaganda.”
And while the dissident 
underground believes that the 
established press is “biased,” 
Prism , a newly established 
underground publication from 
Princeton claimed in a recent 
ed itorial, “No one can be 
objective . . .  We admit bias; do 
you?”
Consequently, these gazettes 
depart from standards of accepted 
journalistic practice. In terms of 
layout, the underground is fresh 
and imaginative, implementing 
new ideas in typography and color 
photography.
Four-Letter Words
Much of the writing, however, 
is superficial and sometimes 
obscure, using four-letter words as 
descriptive adjectives.
But their impact is significant. 
A ccording to  underground, 
C aliforn ian  publisher Leon 
Fulton, underground papers sell 
nearly  seven million copies 
combined each week.
Commented a student from 
New York University, “I would 
rather read the East Village Other 
rather than the Daily News, since 
our voice is never heard through 
the established, middle class 
press.”
(continued next issue)
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By Robert Comstock
LIFE AT MORVEN is not all 
it’s cracked up to be, Gov. 
Richard J. Hughes confided this 
week. “The air-conditioning is 
somewhat erratic and I think the 
old place is haunted. 1 keep 
hearing voices saying ‘Keep 
expenses down’ and ‘Balance the 
budget’. Now we’ve been reduced 
to considering a tax on snuff.”
It was a nice try, but there was 
no indication that it dissuaded 
any of those who envision moving 
their families into the historic 
governor’s residence when Hughes 
vacates it next January. There 
were at least 15 such hopefuls in 
his audience at the State Chamber 
of Commerce congressional dinner 
in Washington.
Such mob scenes are old hat to 
J e r s e y  R e p u b lic a n s , but 
something of a novelty to Hughes 
and his fellow Democrats.
So there was some snickering 
in the ranks when Hughes came 
up with a list of 11 -  count ’em -  
11 prospective candidates for the 
D em ocratic nomination and 
invited each to present his 
credentials to the assembled party 
brass at Princeton on Wednesday.
IT TURNED OUT at the 
meeting, however, that most of 
the 11 are more or less serious. 
The only one to count himself out 
was William F. Hyland, former 
Public Utilities Commissioner and 
now chairman of the new State 
Investigations Commission.
The session started with a faint 
hope of narrowing the field 
considerably, if not of agreeing on 
a unity candidate.
Someone expressed the hope 
that the leaders would pick the 
best candidate. There was a 
suggestion that a consensus be 
sought.
The cochairmen of the New 
D em ocratic C oalition, who 
boycotted the last leadership 
session, were on deck this time 
and appeared decidedly more
friendly toward Hughes and State 
Chairman Robert J. Burkhardt 
than toward gubernatorial hopeful 
Ned J. Parsekian, a fellow member 
of the Coalition brass with whom 
they have been feuding.
Before they were through, 
however, it was abundantly 
evident the field could not be 
narrowed around a conference 
table. It will be left to each 
county chairman to proclaim the 
organization choice in his county, 
and in some cases the candidates 
may get equal billing on the 
ballot, making a truly open 
primary.
This does not mean that all the 
potential candidates will actually 
enter the race, of course.
The current outlook for each 
can best be summarized in a 
rundown of the list.
1. Former Gov. Robert B. 
Meyner exudes confidence that he 
will win the primary with ease 
whether the field is large or small. 
But he’s in no hurry to declare 
and become an open target for his 
rivals, of whom he says: “They’re 
honing their blades. I’ll wait till 
they remove some of the fuzz.”
2. State Sen. William F. Kelly 
Jr. of Hudson, first to announce, 
whose hopes are based on the 
supposition that if the field is 
large enough the votes of 
Hudson’s legions alone might be 
enough to win him the prize. As 
Kelly keeps vowing, he’s in the 
race to stay. Unless, of course, 
Hudson chieftain John V. Kenny 
decides to shift strategy.
3. Ned J. Parsekian, second to 
announce, who figures the more 
ways the votes of organization 
regulars are split, the better his 
chances. Would-be reformers and 
other party mavericks have always 
formed the base of the former 
state senator’s personal strength at 
the polls. No one doubts he’s in to 
stay.
4. REP. HENRY Helstoski is 
engaged in a little do-it-yourself
PROFITS EXCEPTIONAL! REPEAT ORDERS!
Represent us at Montclair State College. Sell our 
zippered Deluxe. Travel Bags. Students, Fraternities, 
Sororities, Alumni, etc. Customer potential unlimited. 
Plain, or imprinted with your college emblem $1.00 
retail. Selling to students since 1952. Write: Howard 
Enterprises, Inc., P. 0. Box 3807, Harrisburg, Pa. 17105
LAMBDA CHI DELTA presents:
A Double Feature!
"Horsefeathers" with the Marx Brothers 
“My Little Chicadee" with W.C. Fields 
Plus not one, but FOUR Road Runner Cartoons 
Feb. 18 at 7:30 P.M. in Memorial Auditorium
FUN WORKING IN EUROPE
GUARANTEED JOBS ABROAD! Get paid, travel, meet people, 
SUMMER and YEAR ROUND. 20 countries, 9 paying job cate­
gories offered. For FREE cultural program literature including 
details and applications, write: “ISTC admissions, 866 United 
Nations Plaza, New York, N.Y. A Non-Profit Student Mem- 
bership Organization.
opinion polling while filling 
speaking engagements around the 
State. But the availability or lack 
of campaign funds may be the 
factor which makes up his mind. 
He says he’ll decide by March 1.
5. Atty. Gen. Arthur J. Sills 
has 20 billboards up already. He 
has not announced, but he likes to 
tell about being introduced to a 
recent audience as the next 
governor. “1 said it was too bad I 
c o u l d n ’t move tha t the 
nominations be closed,” quips 
Sills.
6. D. Louis Tonti, executive 
director of the Garden State 
Parkway, has commissioned a 
professional survey of his 
prospects which is due for 
completion Feb. 28. The effusive 
Tonti is having the time of his life 
in the role of potential governor, 
and may extend his campaign a 
while for the sheer fun of it even 
if the survey says it’s hopeless.
7. REP. FRANK Thompson 
Jr., the Trenton liberal, insists he’s 
giving the m atte r serious 
consideration and then lists six 
reasons why he should stay in 
Congress where he is.
8. Conservation Commissioner 
Robert A. Roe. Passaic County’s 
native son candidate, to use 
County Chairman Anthony J. 
G rossi’s term: he considers 
fa v o rite  son too  firm  a 
commitment. Roe seems delighted 
to be on the list in any capacity. 
“The wonderful thing is we all 
respect each other!” he enthuses.
9. Rep. James J. Howard, who 
laughs at the remoteness of his 
chances.
10. Robert H. Weber, the 
low-key former state senator from 
Cumberland, who explained how 
so many could be so optimistic by 
recalling his early days in the 
Senate. “At first I wondered how 
on Earth a country boy like me 
came to be sitting among all the 
Senators,” he said. “By the end of 
the first year, I was wondering 
how all those other guys ever got 
elected to my Senate!”
(Reprinted by permission of the 
Sunday Record-Call.)
Come visit the
QUAKERS
at our Meeting for Worship 
Sundays 11 a.m.
Discover the Quakers and you may 
discover you are one yourself.
Montclair Meeting 
Corner Park & Gordonhurst 
Upper Montclair, N.J.
Classified..
Karl M arx, Capitol; published 
in Moscow Vol. 1, 2, 3. Total 
— $15 Call 783-4992
NEW SINGLES DANCE
Every Sunday at 8:30 P.M. 
Starting Sun. Feb. 16th Hotel 
SURBURBAN, 142 S. Harrison 
St. East Orange, N. J.
‘Run for Singles by Singles’ 
For F u rth er In fo : Call 
672-3829
PLAYTIME:
In The Attic
By Maurice Moran
American International Films has done it again. 
Beginning in the 50’s with “I Was A Teenage Werewolf” with 
Mike Landon, they have continuously turned out budget 
films with budget ideas. Now they have “Three In The 
Attic.”
Chris Jones and Yvette Mimieux play young lovers who 
share an interest in Kafka. Living for a summer in 
Provincetown, they decide that they belong to one another.
But there is a cog in the wheel.
A young black girl hitch-hikes 
into Paxton Quigley’s (Chris) bed.
Then, he trips over a flower power 
girl and makes love to her to stop 
being “queer as a three dollar 
bill.” Between the three girls, he 
manages one every night, until 
fate catches up with him.
“Paxton Quigley’s Had the 
Course” sing Chad and Jeremy as 
the three girls lock him in their 
dormitory attic and try to love 
him to death. And they almost 
succeed. With only sodas and 
hamburgers to live on, and a
lovely body every hour, he 
becomes a dazed zombie, 
dreaming on male virility.
But do not worry, fair 
maidens, true love wins out. 
Disillusioned, his one true love 
goes home. But Paxton Quigley 
finds her and captures her love 
forever.
If you like to laugh and don’t 
mind some embarrassment, check 
out “Three In The Attic.” It’s the 
one film that “tells it like it is” on 
college campuses today, I guess.
‘Silent Revolution’ of Today
Involves Volunteer Tutors
By Donald S. Rosser
New Jersey Education Association
A silent revolution is sweeping American schools.
Half a million people of all ages are changing the basic nature
of education as it has existed in this country since Colonial 
times. Who are these “revolutionaries” ? Volunteer tutors.
In Europe, tutoring has long been the method used to 
educate the royal, the noble and the rich. To the English, it 
is the backbone of the private schools favored by the upper 
classes. In the United States
however, public education has
traditionally been mass education 
-  one teacher instructing a room 
full of children.
Tutoring gives a child the 
individual attention that teachers, 
working with an entire class, can 
dole only sparingly . Yet, 
especially for “disadvantaged” 
children, individual attention can 
make the difference in keeping 
abreast, learning basic skills, 
progressing in school and society.
Today’s wave of tutoring 
emerged from the “service to 
mankind” idealism that swept 
American college campuses during 
the Kennedy administration. 
Many college students joined the 
Peace Corps. Some became 
Freedom Riders. Others helped 
children develop the ability to 
read, compute and do basic 
schoolwork in tutorial centers.
In New Jersey, students at 
Princeton University, Rutgers, the 
Newark College of Engineering 
and the six state colleges all 
organized large and active groups 
of tutors traveling to nearby cities 
to work with children needing 
academic help. In church and civic 
study  cen te rs , high school 
students, housewives and other 
educated  segm ents of the 
community joined the collegians 
as tutors.
Next, some schools began 
incorporating tutoring into their 
curriculums. Pupils in upper 
grades helped children in lower 
grades during regular instructional 
hours or after school.
One of the largest school 
programs is in New York City, 
where trained  high school 
“underachievers” are paid to tutor 
e lem en ta ry  school pupils. 
“Operation Homework Helper” 
has become established in 28 of 
New York City’s 32 school 
subdistricts.
Tutoring does not work with 
all children. Indeed, some tutors 
have admitted they could not 
reach the children they worked 
with. However, most of the pupils 
being tutored showed substantial 
improvement in their grades and 
in their attitude toward school.
New York City’s program is 
d e s i g n e d  t o  a i d  t h e  
“ underachieving” high school 
tutor as well. Here, the program 
works best. During the first seven 
months of the project, the tutors 
gained an average of 3.5 years in 
reading p ro fic ien cy . Their 
attendance records improved. 
Some even decided to try to 
becom e teachers. Thus the 
responsibility for helping a lagging 
child sharply improved their own 
performance and their attitude 
toward education.
In 1966, the U.S. Office of 
Education counted 1,200 college 
tutorial programs in existence 
around the nation. Reports in 
educational journals indicate that 
the use of student tutors on 
school time in regular classrooms 
is also increasing. A small child 
mixing ideas with a tutor -  older, 
more skilled and personally 
interested -  is the essence of 
today’s “silent revolution” in 
education.
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GREEK NEWS
FM: WA
DELTA OMICRON PI
The women of Delta Omicron 
Pi are happy to announce their 
new officers: president, Barbara 
S ternenberger; vice-president, 
Monica Vuono; treasurers, Mary \ 
Jean Agunsday and Donna Stec; j 
recording secretary, Lorraine I 
Maul; corresponding secretary, 
Doreen Yampaglia; historian, 
V a le r ie  C row ell; alum nae 
secretary, Vicki Brohl; social 
chairman, Sandi Greco; activities 
c h a irm a n , M arilyn Burke; 
sergeant-at-arms, Barbara Pronck.
We would also like to extend a 
warm welcome to our new sisters: 
Carla Apley, Pat Eden, Tony 
Martorelli Mary Roberts and 
Gabbi Walker.
Pinned
Judy Nichol, ’69, to Kim 
Onsdorff, ’69, Sigma Alpha Mu, 
Bucknell University.
Engaged
Janet Randen, ’70, to Randy 
Heidem an, ’69, Phi Epsilon 
Kappa; Brenda Renshaw, ’70, to 
John Scanelli, ’69, Alpha Sigma 
Phi, Rutgers University;
Deanna Barbara, ’71, to 
Richard Miller, ’69, Fairleigh 
Dickinson;
Holly Slocum ’69, to Teddy 
Beekman, ’69, Colgate University.
PHI SIGMA EPSILON
We would like to welcome our 
new brothers Matt Carerra, Keith 
Wohltman, and Jim Cassidy. Also, 
our deepest welcome to those 
returning from teaching, Wild Bill 
Finnerty, Dave Malseed, and 
Father Bob Kuipers.
Pinned
Jay Hudnut, ’70, to Zitaeillen 
Smith, ’71, Kappa Rho Upsilon; 
Ken Hiltwine, ’70, to Joyce 
Gerhing, ’71.
Engaged
Bill Deitsch, ’70, to Mary Ellen 
Maletz; Ron Poling, ’70, to 
Susanne Chehanski; Greg Kidd, 
’68, to Chris Paolozi, Delta 
Omicron Pi
LAMBDA CHI DELTA
The brothers of Lambda would 
like to congratulate their new 
officers. They are Chuck 
Maranzano, president, Rocco 
Patierno, vice-president; Rich 
Scholl, recording secretary; Dave 
Shapiro, corresponding secretary; 
Bill Sciarappa, treasurer; Jerry 
Benn, liaison officer; and Pete 
York, sergeant of arms. Also late 
congratulations to new brothers 
Dino Eftychiou, Willie Moss and 
Dave Shapiro.
Pinned
Pete York, ’71, to Ronnie 
Donato, ’71, Sigma Delta Phi.
TAU SIGMA DELTA
The men of Tau proudly 
announce the induction of their 
new officers for the 1969 school 
year: Dennis Simpson, chancellor; 
Vincent Attardi, vice-chancellor; 
Jeff Mitsch, treasurer; Tony 
Valpone, recording secretary; Bub 
M a rc h e s e ,  co rrespond ing  
sec re ta ry ; Mike Dawson, 
parliamentarian-historian; Pete 
Fusco, sergeant-at-arms; and Dan 
Ehrgott, pledgemaster.
IFC representative is Bob 
Manahan, who is also newly 
elected IFC secretary; Bruce 
Kinter is CLUB representative. 
Co-captains for intra-mural 
basketball are Mike Dawson and 
Mark Ehrhart.
We would like to welcome our 
new brothers, Mike Danziger, 
Wayne Chiodo and Tom Dove. 
Special congratulations to the new 
chancellor, Dennis Simpson on his 
marriage to Sharon Driscol. As 
also recently married are Bob 
Roszko to Lois Hentzel, and Dan 
Ehrgott to Joann Govelitz.
Pinned
Ted Brownell to Denise 
Tyrrell, ’72; Tony Valpone to 
Donna Fagano, ’71, Iota Gamma 
Xi; Jim Wild to Roselinda 
Indelcato; Rich Roessner to 
Kathy Cardan; Mark Ehrhart to 
Pat Rosetti, ’71; Tom Dove to 
Lisa Ross, ’72; Joe Maimone to 
Nancy Pagani.
THE FUTURE
Interview By 
Maurice J. Moran
“Comparing FM stereo to AM 
radio is like comparing hi-fi to a 
78 rpm recording. Once you hear 
one, you’ll forget the other 
existed.’’ That is the opinion of 
Scott Muni, disc jockey for 
WNEW-FM, as expressed in an 
exclusive interview.
FM stereo has been in 
existence for quite some time but 
has only recently enjoyed a rise in 
popularity. The center of this new 
rise is the young. With only two 
“rock” stations on AM, which 
insist on the same songs, 
screaming dj’s and pimple creams 
the young adult had no outlet for 
musical enjoyment.
WOR was the first station to 
play rock on the FM length and 
has since altered its format to 
“Golden Oldies” and “Top 40.” 
WNEW took up where WOR left 
o ff. WABC followed soon
Pierre Fournier. French cellist 
who has been called “the spiritual 
heir of Casals,” will be presented 
in Memorial Auditorium on Mon., 
Feb. 17, at 8:30 p.m. The concert 
is under the auspices of the Music 
Organizations Commission; tickets 
at $2 each will be available at the 
door.
Mr. Fourier’s program will 
c o n t a i n  co m p o sitio n s by 
L o c a t e l l i ,  Bach, Brahms, 
Honegger, and Tchaikovsky. Leon 
Pommers will be at the piano.
The artist, who averages over
afterward with complete rock 
programming. It didn’t take long 
for word to get around.
“WHEN I was on AM,” Scott 
said, “my show and two other 
stations carried 50 per cent of the 
listening audience. Today, my 
show alone on FM has more 
listeners than the present AM 
shows combined.”
WNEW-FM (102.7) delivers the 
album sound. Considering that 80 
per cent of today’s record 
business is albums and that AM 
45 rpm singles there must be a 
market for this “New Groove.” 
And this doesn’t limit FM to 
bestsellers.
Searching for the best, Scott 
Muni, for example, brings nearly 
200 albums to his show each day, 
encompassing all the folk, rock, 
soul, blues, West coast English 
and grass root American sounds of 
today’s pop music. That’s a tough 
bill to fill.
“We get into one bag, say 
folk,” adds Scott, “ then break 
with maybe the Beatles and then 
into something else. It’s all an 
attempt to reach the 18 through 
36 year olds. We’d like young 
adults to absorb, understand and 
appreciate the greatness of music 
today.”
And what of the music of 
tomorrow? What will it be? 
“That’s a tough question to 
answer. Of course, there’s a place 
for electronic gimmicks, like the 
Jefferson Airplane. But there will 
always be the rock sound that 
hasn’t changed much since its 
beginning. Take the Creedence 
Clearwater Revival, just the 50’s 
sound re-done with today’s 
instruments. Then there’s folk, 
which I particularly like. And 
then there’s the Beatles.. .  .”
Wherever music goes you can 
be sure that WNEW-FM will have 
it. Get with it and groove.
MOC Presents Celebrated
Cellist, Pierre Fournier
100 performances a season, has 
been acclaim ed on every 
continent for his “beautiful tone, 
infallible technique and deep 
m usicianship.” As orchestral 
soloist he has appeared with most 
of the greatest conductors of the 
era, including Walter, Ormandy, 
Klemperer and Stokowski.
The artist plays a Bergonzi cello, 
named “The Gudgeon,” which 
was made in 1722 and is 
considered one of the most 
beautiful instruments created by 
this master.
WILD ANIMAL PELTS 
RACCOONS -  SKUNKS -  RABBITS
Hangem on the wall Layem on the floor
Wearem
Quality fur pelts of many natural colors 
Ideal for most anything
WILD CAT -  BEAR -  COW HIDE
COINS OF THE W ORLD  
127 Watchung Ava. — Watchung Plaza — Montclair
GWRy'does 
a perfectsize7 
look perfect
only21 day§ 
eveiymontH?
It has nothing to do with 
calories. I t’s a special 
female weight gain... 
caused by temporary 
water-weight build-up.
Oh, you know... that 
uncomfortable full 
feeling that sneaks up 
on you the week before 
your menstrual period.
This fluid retention not 
only plays havoc with 
your looks but how 
you feel as well.
(It puts pressure on 
delicate nerves and 
tissues, which can lead 
to pre-menstrual 
cramps and headaches, 
leaves emotions on edge.)
That’s why so
many women take PAMPRIN^.
It gently relieves water-weight gain 
to help prevent pre-menstrual puffiness, 
tension, and pressure-caused cramps.
PAMPRIN makes sure a perfect 
size 7 never looks less than perfect.
Nor feels less than perfect, either.
Traying, sledding and snowball 
fights were the three winter sports 
which characterized MSC’s two 
snow days this week. Freed from 
class ob ligations, students 
energetically obeyed the laws 
of nature and went out to play.
Students were undaunted by
W in te r  .
Fun Prevails 
On Snow Days
mmmmmmmmmmmmmm&
the walk up the amphitheater 
slopes, were traying and 
sledding conditions were good to 
excellent. The quadrangle in front
. . Snow
of Freeman Hall became the scene 
of a well-attended snowball fight 
in which coeds received the worst 
of it. Many an unwary campus 
p e d e s t r i a n  good-natured ly  
accepted his fate as snowballs 
were lobbed  from behind 
mountainous drifts.
A topic of conversation was 
also provided by the snowfall. 
Statements such as, “This is the 
most snow since . . . . ” were 
debated and many wondered how 
long it would be before the 
campus would be cleared.
However, as flakes again 
appeared on Wednesday, groans 
and sounds of horror were 
heard . . .  how much snow is too 
much?
. . . Fun
HAZARD: Coeds always get 
the worst.
Photos by Morey Antebi.
Stan Jakubik lands a snowball on Frank Cripps' head.
COMING
February 19, MONTCLARION  
Wrestling Special 
MONTCLARION MAGAZINE
MSC Sports First
Dioguardi Sets
Florida Site 
For Five Games
Plans to play five exhibition 
games in Florida during the week 
of March 24 through March 28 
have been announced for MSC’s 
1969 varsity baseball team by Bill 
Dioguardi, director of athletics.
The Indians will be playing in 
Florida for the first time in the 
school’s history.
The exhibition slate will 
include contests with Miami-Dade 
Junior College South, Biscayne 
College and Miami-Dade Junior 
College North.
The exhibition slate will open 
on M on., March 24 with 
Miami-Dade Junior College South. 
The second contest is slated for 
Tues. March 25 with Biscayne 
College.
The last three tilts will be 
played on March 26, 27 and 28 
against Miami-Dade College. These 
games will be played at the latter’s 
North Campus diamond located at 
11380 N.W. 27th Ave., Miami, 
Florida.
The Indians will open the 
regular season on Tues., April 1 
at hom e against Fairleigh 
Dickinson University.
The 1969 season will mark the 
Indian’s 21st under the drection 
of Bill Dioguardi. The highly 
successful Indians mentor will 
step down as head baseball coach 
at the end of the season in order 
to give more time to his position 
as director of athletics.
Dioguardi will be succeeded by 
Clary Anderson in 1970 as head 
baseball coach.
Photos by George E . Jones II I
PERFORMANCE PLUS: Dave Green, outstanding Indian 
gymnast, is seen performing routine on the long horse. Action 
took place against Southern Connecticut State.
YO UR AU TH O R IZED  D E A L E R  FOR THESA LE S  AND S E R V IC E
VOLVO
TRIUMPH BOWLERO
JAGUAR 50
M.G. Bowling Lancs
IMPORTED MOTORS t h e
OF MONTCLAIR 
34 Valley Rd. 746-4500 COLLEGE bowl
Ju n ctio n  of R outes 3 and  46
Special M S C  Discounts! C lifton, N ew  Jersey
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THE DAY AFTER: "Fifteen inches of partly cloudy."
SNOWSHOVEL CREW: Their work is hard, but their spirits are
high.
Gymnastic Record Now 5-1 
As MSC Downs Cortland
By Joe Macaluso
MSC’s gymnastic team under 
the direction of coach Terry 
Orlick over-powered Cortland 
State for their fifth won in six 
starts. Cortland came to Montclair 
with a 4-2 record; one greatly 
improved over their last year”s 
record. But the strong Indian 
team still won all six events, 
commanding a 116.95 team score 
against Cortland’s 94.44.
Captain Rick Schwarz led with 
two first-place finishes in the floor 
exercise and the high bar, and two 
second-place finishes in the long 
horse and the parallel bars. Junior 
Dave Green came through 
with two second-place finishes 
in the floor exercise, MSC 
gymnasts swept the first threee 
places with Schwarz, Green and 
Roger Brown. The defiant trio of 
John Guenther, Ron Poling and 
Ralph Coscia, members of MSC’s 
still ring team, thwarted Cortland 
with a 1-2-3 sweep of the event.
Schwarz, Green and Russ 
Spenser lead in the long horse 
with a 2-3-4 domination of the 
event. In the parallel bars 
Schwarz, Spenser and Poling 
placed 1-2-3-4, respectively. 
Schwarz, Nels Jensen and Green 
gave the high bar team first, third 
and fourth-place finishes.
Although content with the 
victory Coach Orlick felt the 
team could perform much better. 
On Friday the team travels to the 
United States Merchant Marine
Academy with hopes of its first 
victory against the team. And this 
Saturday night the University of 
West Virginia team meets the MSC 
gymnasts at 7:30 p.m. in Panzer 
Gymnasium.
The freshman team, referred to 
as the fearless frosh, has
performed well in exhibition. But 
due to an intercollegiate ruling, 
the freshman cannot compete on 
the varsity level. However, Coach 
Orlick is highly pleased with the 
spirit and the promising ability of 
Bill Balogh, Ed Kuhn and Mike 
O’Connor.
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Bob Lester
defensive standout
Cool Hand Bob
Sienkiewicz Is Leading 
Field Goal Shooter
While the majority of his 
teammates are far better known, 
MSC j uni or  forward Bob 
Sienkiewicz of East Rutherford 
(NJ) is usually the player who 
comes in for the most attention 
from the opposition when the 
Indians take to the basketball 
court.
At 6A  and a solid 215 
pounds, Sienkiewicz goes about 
his job on the basketball court 
with the coolness of a man 
standing on a street corner 
watching traffic. Seldom ruffled 
by the action, he gets the job 
done game in and game out. At 19 
years, Sienkiewicz is the baby of 
the high flying MSC’s starting five.
The best way to describe the 
former East Rutherford high 
school star is a pile driver, the 
team’s leading field goal shooter 
and second ranking foul shooter. 
When he makes a move for the 
basket it is best to get out of his 
way or you might just get run 
over in the process.
In a recent contest Sienkiewicz 
demonstrated his power while on 
one of his patterned drives to the 
hole. An unsuspected opponent 
defender tried to cut off the big 
forward on his way to the hoop 
and wound up on the floor for his 
trouble.
One observer turned to the 
other and said, “They’ll think
twice before they try that again.” 
Sure enough, Sienkiewicz was not 
challenged for the rest of the 
evening while driving for the 
basket.
Sienkiewicz has been a regular 
since early in his sophomore 
season with the exception of a 
short period this campaign when 
he saw only spot duty due to a 
knee injury.
On the f reshmen team, 
Sienkiewicz led the Indians to a 
brilliant 19-0 record and was the 
team’s top scorer with 445 points 
for an aveerage of 23.4 per 
contest. He is the first player in 
MSC history to play under the 
MSC’s new three year policy. Last 
year on the varsity, he was the 
second highest scorer with a total 
of 365 points for an average of 
13.5.
A zone player through his high 
school career, Sienkiewicz has 
worked hard on improving his 
man-to-man defense techniques 
finding a big difference between 
high school and college basketball 
tactics.
With nearly a year and one half 
still left of his collegiate career, 
Sienkiewicz is in an excellent 
position to become the second 
player in MSC’s 42-year history to 
score 1,000 points in a three-year 
career.
Phi Lambda Pi and Delta Theta Psi are accepting 
applications of any undergraduate girl for the 23rd annual Miss 
Montclair State Pageant. This contest is an official preliminary of 
the Miss New Jersey and Miss America pageants. All applications 
should be submitted no later than Mon., Feb., 17. They can be 
obtained at the Fish Bowl, Student Activities Office or any 
member of the sponsoring organizations.
Indians Scalp Trenton, 71-61
By Ken Tecza 
Sports Staff
Luther Bowen’s 22 points led 
the Indians of Montclair over 
Trenton State, 71-61 to mark the 
16th Indian win in 18 starts. MSC 
is also unbeaten in the New Jersey 
State Conference games, sporting 
a 7-0 record.
The game was won at the foul 
line as Montclair was able to 
convert 17 of 28 compared to 
seven of 15 for the losers. Both 
clubs hit for 27 field goals.
Mike Oakes started the Indian 
scoring by hitting on a three-point 
play; Montclair never trailed. The 
Lions came within one (18-17) on 
baskets by A1 Griffith and Vince 
Masco. With 6:15 remaining in the 
first half, Bob Lester’s jump shot 
started the Indians on a spurt of 
nine straight points putting 
together a 10-point lead.
M ontclair had a 34-28 
half-time lead and quickly started 
off the second half of play on a 
layup by Bowen from a neat pass 
by Harry James that put the score 
42-28 with 18 minutes left.
Superior rebouding by Lester 
(13) and Oakes (15) helped put
the game out of reach as the 
Montclair full court man-to-man 
press forced Trenton into taking 
the bad shots. Overall the Indians 
out-rebounded Trenton 48-38. 
Harry James, with three steals, 
stood out on defense.
The Indians next two games — 
Glassboro away on Saturday and 
Paterson at home on Tuesday — 
are both conference games. The 
Indians will be looking to wrap up 
the title with these games.
MONTCLAIR STATE
FG F T
Bowen 7 8 22
Lester 6 1 13
Oakes 4 7 15
Sienkiewicz 7 0 14
James 2 0 4
Moss 1 1 3
TRENTON STATE
FG F T
Bell 3 0 6
Bratens 8 5 21
Shiachetaino 4 0 8
Griffith 7 1 15
Masco 5 1 11
Halak 0 0 0
Gegregory 0 0 0
Halftime : Montclair 34 — 
Trenton 28
Clary Anderson Forecasts 
Fall 9 69 Football
By James Collins
Last week Clary Anderson 
called a meeting of all football 
candidates for the 1969 season 
and announced the upcoming 
spring practice, the members of 
his new staff and their team 
objectives.
Spring practice begins May 9 
and will run to May 23, weekdays 
from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. and 
tentively on Saturdays from 9 
a.m. to noon.
The new coaching staff will 
place a great emphasis on the 
overall physical condition of the 
team, so much so that they hope 
the team will be ready to 
scrimmage before the end of 
spring practice.
"I don't know the game I want 
to lose,” stated Anderson, “The 
first game is not gonna be any 
picnic,” referring to the opener 
against East Stroudsburg, one of 
the toughest small colleges in the 
East.
Introducing Tom Testa to his
new staff, Anderson stated that, 
“He’ll know the 40-odd-men in 
the sophomore lineup.” (Testa 
was frosh coach last season.) 
Testa voiced his confidence in the 
varsity recruits, but warned the 
upperclassmen that their “work 
will be cut out.”
Dick Hapward, a new face on 
the MSC sports scene and a new 
addition to the football staff, 
emphasized the importance of 
each individual’s contribution to 
the total team effort.
Two other additions to the 
new staff. Tim Sullivan because of 
coaching commitments and Frank 
Tripucka because of a business 
engagement, were both unable to 
attend the meeting.
Coach Anderson disclosed after 
the meeting designations of his 
new staff: Tom Testa, defensive; 
Frank Tripucka, offensive ; Tim 
Sullivan, line; Dick Hapward, 
frosh coach.
Sports of the Week
Fri. Feb. 14 Swimming Glassboro State H 4:00
Fri. Feb. 14 Gymnastics U.S. Merchant
Marine A 8:00
Sat. Feb. 15 JV Basketball Glassboro State A 6:30
Sat. Feb. 15 Wrestling Howard University H 3:00
Sat. Feb. 15 Gymnastics West Virginia U. H 7:30
Sat. Feb. 15 Basketball Glassboro State A 8:15
Tues. Feb. 18 Frosh Basketball Paterson State H 6:30
Tues. Feb. 18 Wrestling C.W. Post A 7:30
Tues. Feb. 18 Basketball Paterson State H 8:15
Wed. Feb. 19 Gymnastics Queens College A 8:00
Mike Oakes
15 rebounds
Luther Bowen has been named 
to the Eastern College Athletic 
Conference (ECA C)  weekly 
all-start team. His performances 
against Monmouth, Western New 
England and Trenton State, 
scoring a total of 71 points and 
the three Indian victories this past 
week merited his selection. He is 
the second MSC player to be 
honored by the ECAC. Mike 
Oakes was the first MSC player to 
be chosen earlier this season.
New Jersey 
State College
Conference
Game
M ONTCLAIR
VS.
GLASSBORO
Sat. Feb. 15 
8:30
at Glassboro
